My deepest concerns 1 - Trust of your integrity with the developers planners and warrington borough council
2- the environmental effect
3- urban sprawl
1-my deepest concerns are once you have ploughed though our green belt and wild life to build the
infrastructure I fear this will give way to every little bit of green belt to be built on if this is not already on the
plans . You see I simply cannot trust it as the mess that has been made of warrington most shops are empty or
boarded up or £shops the biggest pull of all retailers i.e. Marks and Spencer's have pulled out of the centre and
as for the monstrosity that has appeared on sky the sky line the car park is simply awful , I'm employed by a
company who's staffing level is just under
and everyone is talking about just how ugly it is who aloud that
and with our tax payers money what a waste! Then look at Stockton Heath what was the old post office and
how the frontage of the fascia is so drab and the grey paint is already flaking of making it very shabby its a
totally mess and has completely ripped the sole out of the village and yet the aesthetic pleasing to the eye of the
garden roof that Piccolo 's built has come down because of planning permission and yet at least it fitted in with
its surrounding how did the restaurant in place of the post office get passed. WHO DO WE
TRUST!!!
2- 3Appleton Thorn,Grappenhall Heys ,Walton, Thelwall ,Lymm, will be no longer be it will just become one
big sprawl how very sad no more villages . What about the wild life which I see every day owls with there
young wood peckers that live in the tree across the field the big hair with his family the and the pheasant that
come everyday really has anyone done a risk assessment of the wild life .

